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David Shrigley at Anton Kern Gallery (Installation View) 

An ‘Open’ sign outside David Shrigley’s new exhibition at Anton Kern Gallery greets visitors, announc-
ing that the gallery is ready for business. In his sixth solo show with the gallery, the Glasgow-based 
artist brings together seventy-eight drawings, along with two sculptural pieces and a video.  Coming 
in two different sizes, these ink and acrylic drawings on paper deliver the artist’s signature, whimsical 
technique, putting him in a distinct place in today’s art world.

Text, included in a large number of his works, equally complicates and accentuates his illustrations, 
striking peculiar questions or suggesting overlooked facts. Idiosyncratic and simply joyful, his cre-
ations vocalize everyday dilemmas and challenges awaiting the contemporary man, embracing the 
ebbs and flows of everyday living. Sometimes confessional and in others mysterious, Shrigley’s dis-
tinct visual language stands out with its observable simplicity and expansive allegory. 

David Shrigley at Anton Kern Gallery (Installation View) 
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The artist’s Sculptural pieces, on the other hand, replicate two of the most basic electronic devices 
used in daily life, a landline phone and a subtractor.  The dominancy of smart phones and comput-
ers have visibly afflicted these object’s circulation in contemporary culture, a point Shrigley seems to 
place at the core of the works, turning them into comically larger-than-life signifiers of a bygone era.  
Yet the objects are not merely dead images, and function quite well.   Subtractor is open for viewer 
participation, in the event that any visitors have some sums they have to calculate, while Telephone 
is actually connected to the gallery’s main phone line.  These objects manage to romanticize these 
fading gadgets while melding seamlessly into the broader aura of the show with their exuberant and 
slightly sarcastic execution.

David Shrigley is on view at Anton Kern Gallery through May 23, 2015.

*All images are by Osman Can Yerebakan for Art Observed.
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